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Abstract

NEW YORK FASHION INDUSTRY GOES TO THE FAIR
by
Luisina Silva

Adviser: Professor Matthew K. Gold

At the beginning of the twentieth century New York City was the garment manufacturing capital
of the United States of America, but it was not considered a fashion reference for the world. This
study examines the role of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939/1940 as the first event where the
New York fashion industry presented itself as a consolidated enterprise. To capture this
important moment in fashion history, I examine the overlooked New York World‘s Fair archives
from the New York Public Library and engage them with secondary research on American
fashion history. With the use of digital tools like Voyant and Many Eyes, I aim to visualize the
network of the fashion industry actors that joined forces to organize the fashion exhibits at the
New York World‘s Fair of 1939/ 1940 and the changes between the two seasons. By centering
my study on the Hall of Fashion and World of Fashion exhibitions at the New York World‘s Fair
of 1939/1940, I explore a disregarded story of the consolidation of the American fashion industry.
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Introduction
Almost 74 years after the doors closed to the New York World‘s Fair of 1940, I found
myself digging through hundreds of notes, letters, and press releases that disclosed the day-today activities of the Hall of Fashion and The World of Fashion shows. Regardless of the
differences of the two exhibitions, they both served as the designated places to showcase textiles,
furs, dresses, cosmetics, millinery and jewelry in the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 and 1940
respectively. Discovering these overlooked documents that make up an essential part of New
York fashion industry‘s history has been an addictive process. More specifically, today we can
fully understand the relevance of the opening phrase that Mary Lewis, Director of Fashion for
the 1940 New York World‘s Fair, employed for the advertising brochure of The World of
Fashion, ―1940 is America‘s opportunity to show its ability in the fields of design and
production.‖ Her words illustrate the central role that the exhibitions had in a period between two
World Wars where New York fashion was thriving to have a recognized place on the Parisian
leading fashion world.
New York City has earned a privileged place on the fashion map as one of the fashion
capitals of the world. During the summer of 1940, American women got a glimpse of New
York‘s potential as a fashion capital when the New York fashion industry participated on the
New York World‘s Fair of 1939 and 1940.1 These two exhibitions were unprecedented in
American fashion history by proving that New York City was much more than the garment
manufacture hub of America. Between the Great Depression and the beginning of World War II
the New York retail industry, fashion magazines, and cultural organizations implemented a series
of changes to grant American fashion a significant role in the world with a strong identity
different from European fashion.
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The lack of academic interest in women‘s participation and the fashion industry role at
the New York World‘s Fair of 1939/1940 is odd, considering the number of people involved in
the planning and execution of the Hall of Fashion and The World of Fashion exhibitions. It was
the first time that the New York fashion players presented themselves as a unified industry.
Previous research by scholars such as Helen Harrison, Larry Zim, Mel Lerner and Herbert
Rolfes have focused on the planning, design and execution of the New York World‘s Fair, the
contradictions between the plans and the actual final exhibits, the technological advances and an
optimistic view of the future.2 However they all had missed the relevance that the fashion
exhibitions at the New York World‘s Fair had for the American garment industry and for New
York as a fashion capital.
In 1980, the Queens Museum—supported by grants received by the National Endowment
for the Humanities, New York Council for the Humanities and the New York State Council on
the Arts—organized an exhibition presenting the New York World‘s Fairs of 1939/1940 as a
―cultural document‖ for the first time (Dawn of a New Day x). The museum subsequently
published Dawn of a New Day: The New York World’s Fair, 1939/1940. The book presented a
series of essays written by historians, curators, and art professors that mostly focused on the
design of the 1939 fair (―The World of Tomorrow‖) and the people who visited it. Even though
the last part of the book, the Catalogue of the Exhibition, covers both Fairs seasons, the mention
of the Hall of Fashion and the World of Fashion is minimal (Dawn of a New Day 86). Larry Zim
and others in their book The World of Tomorrow document the Fair‘s zones, briefly describing
the different attractions. The authors noted that the educational quality of the exhibitions in the
Production and Distribution Zone were not suitable for the typical Fair visitor. Moreover, the
authors particularly explained how women felt about those exhibitions, ―It was a bit much for
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the average 1939 women that simply wanted to powder her nose secure in the belief that her
‗Lady Esther‘ came out of a compact not from a rock quarry…‖ (69). The creation of the World
of Fashion exhibit in 1940 is presented by Zim and Lerner, as a solution to attract more visitors.
Gelernter also mentions in his research the differences between the New York World‘s
Fair seasons of 1939 and 1940. He notices that the World of Fashion was a new exhibition in the
Consumers Building of 1939. Additionally, he observes how the Fair officials advertised this
new building: ―The ‗World of Fashion‘ is out to prove that American styles for American
women have come into their own to stay‖ (357). Despite this reference, he does not make any
further analysis of the World of Fashion throughout his book. Moreover, Rydell and Schiavo on
their book Designing Tomorrow. America's World's Fairs of the 1930s concentrate mostly in the
design and architecture of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939/1940 missing the fashion design
components of the event. Rydell and Schiavo briefly comment on Vogues‘ collaboration with
industrial designers to create the fashions for the women of the future. Nevertheless, Gelernter,
Zim, Rydell and Schiavo works tend to minimize the historical importance of the fashion
industry at the New York World‘s Fairs of 1939/ 1940.
To come to a better understanding of the significance of the New York World‘s Fair of
1939/1940, rather than examining the exhibition as an isolated event, I will analyze it in the
context of the New York fashion industry at the end of 1930s, taking into account the
heterogeneous social and cultural network that was being forged, and the relationship between
the promoters of the Hall of Fashion and the World of Fashion. While there is pertinent literature
on American fashion and the New York Garment District of the era, I have not found any
research that connects the New York World‘s Fair with the fashion industry of the time. In
exploring these connections, I will illustrate the long and contradictory planning process of
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creating the World of Fashion of 1940 as well as its execution and consequences. As women
participated in New York World‘s Fair exhibits, they got to experience firsthand the
democratizing and unifying character of American fashion. Therefore, this thesis will examine
the dynamics between New York City, American fashion, and modernity as represented in the
two main fashion exhibitions presented at the New York World‘s Fair of 1939/1940.3
By looking closely at the archives of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939/1940 from the
New York Public Library and the Museum of the City of New York, I will provide a
comprehensive view of this unprecedented presentation of the American fashion industry.
Therefore, for this study I will be using an online digital tool called Many Eyes to create
visualizations of the various participants of the New York fashion industry that played a part in
the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 and 1940; these visualizations will aid the analysis of the
diverse activity of New York‘s various fashion enterprises, which came together for the event.
With the help of Voyant, an online text analysis tool, I will be looking at different documents
written and conceived during the planning stages and the execution of The World of Fashion of
1940. These documents will help me identify how the discourse on fashion and women‘s
participation in the New York World‘s Fair changed during the exhibitions. In particular, I will
present the transition of New York from a manufacture center to a fashion producer.
The first section of this paper begins with an overview of the New York fashion industry
before the New York World‘s Fair of 1939. I will review what made Manhattan an exceptional
setting for the fashion industry to consolidate and a unique environment for the creation of an
American fashion identity different from Paris. In the second and third part of this thesis, I will
look closely at archival material, highlighting the process of building the Hall of Fashion and the
World of Fashion, examining the contradictions and changes during this process, and the final
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results. Lastly, in section four, I will pay special attention to women‘s participation in the fashion
exhibitions of the New York World‘s Fair, and the strategies developed by the retailers and
media outlets to promote the exhibitions and American fashion in the event. From these studies, I
will conclude that the New York World‘s Fair of 1939/1940 marked a turning point in the history
of the American fashion industry, one that has been significantly overlooked by historians and
fashion studies scholars.
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Chapter 1: NEW YORK FASHION INDUSTRY
Outlining a Fashion Industry
A fashion industry is much more than a place where garments are produced and sold. If
we only take into account the statistics, we might think that New York City was already one of
the most important fashion centers of the country at the end of the 1800s. As Norma Rantisi
notes, apparel manufacturing firms in the city almost quadrupled from 562 in 1880 to 1,833 in
1900, employing 84,000 workers by 1905 (90). Breward asserts that a New York fashion
industry was able to develop because of the already well-established commercial and
manufacturing communities, and the close proximity between producers, retailers and consumers
(195- 196). However, as Rantisi emphasizes, ―The challenged that remained was building on the
existing industrial base to attain a distinctive fashion identity by reorienting the city‘s ‗space of
production‘ to allow for social and cultural influences‖ (Breward and Gilbert 115). To contribute
towards the shaping of a unique fashion style of New York, it was important that the garments
produced were a vivid embodiment of the city‘s identity.
The establishment of a New York fashion industry would be possible only when the
production, design, merchandising, retail and advertising industries were combined. In New
York of the beginning of 1900s, these five levels of the garment industry were disconnected, all
functioning in response to the dominant Parisian fashions. But during the first quarter of the
twentieth century a series of connections were forged between the fast-paced, modern metropolis
and the garments that facilitated such a lifestyle. As Breward notes in his book Fashion, ―by the
inter-war years, the increasing trade in ready-to-wear clothes, which were unmistakably
American rather than French in origin and association, and a growing consumer confidence in
the rightness of an American way of life, helped achieve a much stronger identity for New York
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fashion‖ (197). Likewise, Ranstisi‘s work suggests that the transformation of New York as a
fashion center ―implies the need to strike a balance between art and industry‖ (Breward and
Gilbert 109). Taking this into account, a fashion city is the center where a flexible manufacturing
group and skilled workers, an internationally recognized advertising infrastructure, and an
evolving fashion and design tradition with strong place-specific elements converged (Breward
and Gilbert 115- 118).
What worked for the French fashion industry would not necessarily work for New York.
To evolve into a fashion capital, the fashion industry actors of New York of 1930s had to create
and execute its own strategies to build the necessary cultural and symbolic capital according to
their strengths and needs. Despite the fact that New York lacked the 400 years of fashion history
that Paris flaunted, it had a well-organized and established textile manufacturing business that
differentiated from the rest of the U.S. Specifically, as Breward argues when analyzing
contemporary American designer Dona Karan, New York is a hub and a bridge (194). Even
though the author examines fashion products of the turn of the twentieth century, the dual
characteristics of the modern metropolis can be easily transferred to the beginning of the
ninetieth century, when the New York fashion industry was established. On one hand, the city
was the center of production and manufacture of garments, the home of one of the biggest
concentrations of immigrant workers of the country, and the playground of activities of uprising
social and cultural networks. On the other hand, New York City was the connection between
Europe and the rest of America and vice versa. In the process of raising the New York fashion
industry, cultural institutions, fashion magazines, designers, department stores, and politicians
came together to connect the economic and cultural capital that existed in the city in order to
establish New York as a fashion capital.
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Origins and Consolidation of New York Fashion Industry
An analysis of the history of New York garment industry reveals that several interrelated
processes took place to help the city became a fashion center. Despite the connection of those
changes through history, I will group them in two categories. In the first place, I will discuss the
physical and geographical changes that the garment industry experienced at the beginning of the
1900s. Furthermore, I will link the transformation of the city with a deeper layer of cultural and
social events that also took place at the beginning of the twentieth century, which not only
motivated, but also shaped the evolution of New York into a fashion center.
Before the decade of 1910s, the garment industry was concentrated on the Lower East
side of Manhattan, where immigrant communities and retail shops were located. Most of the
cloth was produced in the workers‘ homes, or in small crowded rooms managed by contractors
that paid the workers by number of pieces made, and forced them to work in dangerous
circumstances. Rantisi states that those small businesses called ‗sweatshops‘ overpopulated the
downtown of the city creating a network of skilled employees who worked countless hours
trying to keep up with the high demand (90-93). The unsanitary conditions of the ‗sweatshops‘—
long hours without breaks, low pay, overcrowding, poor lighting and ventilation, unsanitary
conditions, and scarce considerations for employee safety—led to strikes and to the development
of the International Ladies‘ Garment Workers‘ Union (ILGWU) in 1900. The following year the
Tenement House Act banned the construction of poor ventilated buildings, like the ‗sweatshops‘,
and pushed for safer constructions. During the first 10 years of the ILGWU the workers
organized massive strikes resulted in important changes in the garment industry.4 Rantisi
explains that the more relevant ones were the establishment of the ‗Protocol of Peace‘ that set up
sanitary guidelines and worked protection rules to improve the workers‘ wages, hours and
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conditions, and the founding of Women’s Wear Daily reported on the strikes (90-91). Although
there were some improvements on the workers‘ conditions and an overall awareness of the need
of legislation for safer working conditions, the 1911 Triangle Shirtwaist fire - where 146 women
died - prompted a series of laws to ensure the employees‘ safety in the working place.
In addition, Rantisi describes the dynamics of the retail and that the production processes
were changing faster than ever. One consequence of the increased of workers in the garment
industry was the requirement of larger factory spaces. As a result, the manufacturers relocated
their factories towards midtown and the retailers followed their customers northward. In this
center part of the city, manufacturers were closer to the newly Pennsylvania Rail Station and new
subway lines, the BRT service on Broadway and the IRT extended service down Seventh
Avenue. Furthermore, these bigger spaces allowed the concentration of all the steps of the
fashion process, from the design to the display of the finished products in one building, plus a
stronger connection with nearby retailers and buyers (89-94). Gilbert notes that ―alongside the
emerging vertical city of skyscrapers, and Broadway‘s ‗great white way‘, the high fashion shops
of Fifth Avenue became a familiar part of a cityscape which was celebrated in film, song and
literature‖ (Bruzzi and Church Gibson 19).New York City was becoming a vertical city with
higher buildings experiencing a double transformation (23).
The complexity of the overall transformation of the geography of New York City and the
garment district between 1910 and 1940 is also connected to the shift on focus of the
merchandising industry (Rantisi 91- 96). The dynamics of the retail cycles were speeding with
the creation of the department stores and mail-order catalogues, granting fashion products a
faster pace. To maintain the quicker changes in fashion and the higher demand, manufacturers
needed bigger spaces to produce the garments as well as the sellers required new spaces to
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display their products that had to be close to the transportation system for easy accessibility. At
the same time, the middle-upper class started to move to midtown and uptown Manhattan. As
Gilbert explains, the growth of a new elite class that lived in the heart of New York City and
consolidated their status through strong connections to the European aristocracy was a way of
promoting the city as ―a spectacle of commercial culture‖ (23). Rantisi mentions that as the
clientele changed their residences, the stores followed their customers. In 1906 B. Altman & Co
changed its location from the ―Ladies Mile‖ shopping district to 5th Avenue and 34th Street, a
residential area.5 Four years before that R. H. Macy‘s opened its store in Herald Sq., and by 1914
Lord & Taylor established its flagship store in 5th Avenue and 39th Street (91-92).
Although this migration to midtown Manhattan was going to establish a dense
beneficiary network for the garment industry, many elite department stores and residents wanted
to limit the space where the factories were built. In order to distance themselves from the
manufactures spaces, the merchants created the Fifth Avenue Merchants Association and
pressured the city to create stronger regulations on the industrial use of midtown. In 1916, the
government of the City of New York created the Zoning Resolution, which set aside specific
parts of midtown Manhattan where the manufacture buildings could be located. Today the
Garment District remains covering almost the same area as it did in 1920s, from 34th to 40th
Street and to the east of Fifth Avenue to Ninth Avenue. According to Lauren Benet Stephenson
in her article The History of The New York City Garment District, between 1920 and 1929, 120
high-rise manufacturing and showroom buildings were constructed north of 35th Street.6
Beyond the visible changes on the layout of the garment industry, there was a deeper
cultural and social transformation that was going to be crucial in order for New York City to
develop a fashion industry. Rocamora clearly points out that ―Fashion is not the outcome of
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astute strategists and businessmen, but that of the intangible creative spirit of the city‖
(Rocamora 74- 75). By the turn of the 20th century, New York did not have a distinguishable
fashion identity. As a condition for New York to gain the image of a creative city, and the
recognition of fashion as an important part of its life, the connection between the fashion
industry and other cultural product industries have to occur. Under these circumstances, the
combination of manufacturing flexibility, spectacle and elite validation shaped and sustained the
existence of an American style (Bruzzi and Church Gibson 13- 19).
New York Fashion in the 1930s
By 1920s, New York had mastered the production and distribution of fashion goods, but
they were still looking to Parisian fashion as design inspiration. As Rantisi mentions, ―Paris‘s
supremacy over New York at this time could be attributed to the distinct organization of each
city‘s respective industry, haute couture and ready-to-wear‖ (Breward and Gilbert ed. 115).
Ready-to-wear was part of New York products since the nineteenth century, when the city first
started arising as a manufacture hub in the industrialization period, and by 1920 producing 80%
of the national garments. Ready-to-wear was all of what haute couture was not. It was a product
for the masses that was reproduced millions of times and dominated by the cost-efficiency
imperative. Ultimately, what Breward claims is that beyond the production characteristics of
New York City, the garments created were a response to the social and cultural demands of
American consumers in general (197).
The development of new fabrics like rayon and the exploration of the new uses of
economic fabrics such as cotton, allowed the machine production of garments that were cheaper
and casual. In reality, the role of the designer and an original vision of a garment were not
relevant in this equation. However, there was a generation of designers that were part of local
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design programs who were emerging with a new mentality. The creation of the Pratt Institute in
1888 and in 1906 the establishment of the Parsons School of Design counted with programs on
apparel design and production that educated a new generation of designers willing to experiment
in the fashion industry. In this cultural climate, the ready-to-wear styles were at high demand due
to the new roles of women in the workforce and society. Breward emphasizes that ―these simple,
wearable styles gained broad acceptance because they resonated with new social roles but also,
more generally, with values of democracy and with a view of dress as a means of blurring rather
than making social distinctions‖ (117). Women were active participants of the modern life
taking the train to work and scrolling the city.
Arnold remarks that in the 1930s, New York fashion began to create the identity and
ideals of the American look. The establishment and first meeting of the Fashion Group provided
an evidence of the desire to establish strong foundations for the American fashion. In 1931, a
group of 17 influential women—including Vogue editor Edna Woolman Chase, fashion leaders
Helena Rubenstein and Elizabeth Arden, Dorothy Shaver from Lord & Taylor, designer Claire
McCardell, Harper’s Baazar editor Carmel Snow, and then First Lady and labor activist Eleanor
Roosevelt—held the first meeting of the Fashion Group (94). The goals of the Group were to
exchange ideas and help improve women‘s careers in the fashion industry. The Fashion Group
provided a space for support and networking, both essentials for the evolution of New York
fashion manufacture and advertisement to the rest of the world. In the following years, as the
Fashion Group ramped up their promotion of American designers, it attracted important media
producers such as the New Yorker and the New York Times. Part of the process of establishing
New York as a fashion city was to show that it had a distinctive style and products that
differentiated it from the other fashion capitals by identifying and advertising, the creation of a
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new American style. Around 1932, Dorothy Shaver, then the Vice-President of Lord & Taylor,
started to name American designers in store advertisements, what was a groundbreaking
marketing strategy for American fashion (Rantisi 95-96).
Gilbert states that the 1930s witnessed the development and interaction of systems such
as art institutions and fashion magazines, resulting in New York City gaining the status of an art
center. The author explains that ―In the twentieth century, the hierarchy of fashion cities was
mediated particularly through the fashion press. Although fashion‘s metropolitan centers had
long been consumed vicariously through magazines and other forms of publicity, the
development of the modern fashion press reinforced the idea that a very few cities had a
distinctive global importance‖ (Breward and Gilbert ed. 24). The connection between art and
fashion was also highlighted by the fashion magazines that advertised, for example, garments
and art work side by side.
During this period, three of New York‘s most prominent art institutions were founded:
the Museum of Modern Art, the Salomon Guggenheim Museum and the Whitney Museum. As
Norma Rantisi states, ―a fashion system entails more than the provision of ‗garments for wear…‘
[it] endows garments with beauty and desirability, sometimes making direct contact with art‖
(Breward and Gilbert ed.116). The establishment of art institutions was going to benefit the
image of New York as a creative hub, and thus, as a growing center of the fashion industry. In
1937, the Costume Institute was established acting as a facilitator for the interaction of fashion
with performing arts. Even the Federal Government supported American art from 1935 to 1943.
The Works Projects Administration (WPA) paid American artists to create public art and murals
(Currid 23-24). Programs like these created networks of artists and significant cultural capital.
They empowered areas of the American cultural community to work together and also served as
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an example of how valuable and creative the American artists were. These different systems
created what Rantisi calls a ―chain of interconnected activities,‖ linking all the steps of the
design, production and distribution of the fashion with the consumers. New York not only
became a powerful fashion manufacturer, but developed a creative network of people that would
be responsible for building the nexus between all the steps of the fashion industry process.
To this point, the focus of my essay has been the history and transition of New York City
as a garment manufacture center towards a fashion capital with a unique identity. As Rantisi
observes, a solid consumption structure is an important part of the fashion industry process to
succeed (Breward and Gilbert ed. 118). I will therefore consider how the fashion exhibits
presented at the New York World‘s Fair of 1930/1940 created a well-defined setting for the
American audience to experience and consume fashion in a new way. Rather than seen these
exhibitions as isolated events, I will analyze them as a combination of spectacle, audience
validation, and reinforcement of the existence of a New York fashion industry.
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Chapter 2: NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR OF 1939
The Years Previous to the New York World’s Fair of 1939
Encouraged by the success of the 1933/1934 Chicago World Fair called the ―Century of
Progress,‖ a group of New York businessmen decided in 1935 to come together to organize the
New York World‘s Fair of 1939/1940. The New York group was led by George McAneny,
president of the Title Guarantee and Trust Company, Grover Whalen president of Shenley
Distilleries, and Percu Straus from R.H. Macy‘s. The biggest challenges for the designers of the
Fair were to deal with the recent economic consequences of the Great Depression, the need to
portray democracy as an ideal model after World War I, and the restoration of the individual in
the community (Cusker 5-6). Taking into account the long process that the Fair officials—
including the organizers of the Hall of Fashion—underwent to organize the exhibitions, in this
first part of the chapter, I will discuss the evolution of the New York World‘s Fair 1939 planning
to further explore the first presentation of the New York Fashion industry.
The conversations about the role of the women at the New York World‘s Fair of 1939
started as early as July of 1936 when the Fair officials established the Women‘s Participation
Division. When explaining what this women organization role was, Fair organizers commented
that it ―should be a testing laboratory for the women appeals of all projected features‖
(NYWF1939-1940R. Box 33- Folder 21, Women‘s Division 1939. Memorandum July 20th,
1936).7 This early document also highlighted that women in America were in charge of the 85 %
of the purchase decisions of the family; consequently, it was very important that from the
beginning the Fair was designed to attract the female population. By March of the following year,
the lines of work and goals of the Advisory Committee for Women‘s Participation were
established. Correspondingly, one of the most important tasks was to identify women in every
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state of the US that could contribute to the Fairs organization. It is remarkable to notice that
although the committee had been appointed with the specific intention of understanding female
perspectives and getting women to fully engage the Fair, the National Chairman of the Advisory
Committee for Women‘s Participation was a man, Mr. Vincent Astor.8 This fact shows that
regardless the discourse on the important role of women in crucial organization tasks, men were
still in charge or at least occupying strategic positions of control.
In reality, the organization and implementation of the plans for the New York World‘s
Fair of 1939/1940 were filled with contradictions. This can be seen in the way the Fair officials
described the women‘s role at the upcoming event. The considerable interest to attract the female
visitors was a critical condition when delimiting the role that they were going to have at the Fair,
and what kind of exhibitions were going to be exclusively target for them. On one hand, there
was a conscious effort to target this part of the population according to their interests and tastes.
On the other hand, the message about women‘s place was filled with egalitarian language on
how men and women could not be set apart at the upcoming New York World‘s Fair. This also
can be found in a press release prepared by the Department of Feature Publicity for the National
Advisory Committee on Women‘s Participation. The document starts by mentioning that there‘s
not going to be any kind of ―Woman‘s [sic] Building‖ or separation between male and female
exhibits. But in the following paragraph the Hall of Fashion is mentioned as a women‘s
exclusive exhibition. ―Women will probably go alone, if possible to the Hall of Fashion and to
Vanity Fair where cosmetic hygiene and cosmetic products are demonstrated‖ ( NYWF19391940R. Box 1061. Folder 17 Women‘s Activities. Advisory Committee). Viewed in this light,
fashion was mostly a women‘s interest. Therefore, it was important to count with strong women
support when planning the Hall of Fashion exhibit or any kind of activities related to this topic.
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During the summer of 1937, two years before the opening of the Fair season of 1939, a
hierarchy system was set up to develop a Fashion Committee. Marcia Connor—Director of
Fashion and Promotion of Associated Dry Goods Corporation of New York and member of the
Advisory Council of Fashion Group—was appointed to be the Fashion Executive. Her job was to
act as the nexus between the New York World‘s Fair Chairman, and the fashion industry
organizing different activities, shows and exhibitions. Under her direction different working
groups were concentrated and created according to specific areas of the fashion industry. These
were: Intimate Apparel, Accessories, Beauty, Hats & Apparel, Fabrics, European, Hollywood,
Men‘s & Boys, Publicity, Promotion, and Production.9 At the end of 1937 the Apparel and
Accessories Inc. was established to ―develop an unforgettable fashion, textile and apparel
exhibit‖ (NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1055. Folder 19. Advisory Committee on Apparel and
Accessories). However, the correspondence of the previous years of the opening of the New
York World‘s Fair of 1939, showed that it was difficult to involve people in the planning stages
of a fashion exhibition when they were directly approached by the Fair Committee. In a letter
sent on March of 1938 to the President of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939, it is mentioned
that only 36 of the 500 members of the committee were active participants on the planning and
fundraising process (NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1055. Folder 19. Memorandum).
In July 19th of 1937, the first meeting of the Fashion Council was held in the Empire
State Building, where the New York World‘s Fair 1939 offices were first located. The gathering
appointed a Coordinating Committee of 24 members including the most important figures of
New York fashion industry of the era.10 Women that Arnold mentioned in her book The
American Look, as the most prominent figures in New York fashion attended this meeting. The
list of participants included: Dorothy Shaver, Vice President of Lord & Taylor and an important
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developer of the new retail strategies advertising American designers, Elizabeth Arden,
recognized business woman of the cosmetic industry, and Edna Woolman Chase, editor in chief
of Vogue magazine. In November of the same year, Connor the Fashion Executive of the Fair,
invited ―other ‗Textile‘ girls‖ to a luncheon hosted at the Administration Building of the Fair to
discuss the plans of a Textile Building for the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 (NYWF19391940R Box 984. Folder 11).11 The group of guests included the most well-known personnel of
New York department stores: Bergdorf Goodman, Saks Fifth Avenue and Bonwit Teller, and the
exclusive stores Jay Thorpe and Henri Bendel. In addition, the editors of Vogue, Harper’s
Bazaar and House and Garden magazine were also invited to the luncheon.12 What is revealed
through all these documents and correspondences between the prominent New York fashion
industry actors and the Fair organizers was a well-thought-out process of what was going to be
an effective and attractive way to present a fashion exhibition at the New York World‘s Fair of
1939. It is interesting to note how the Fair officials kept bringing together people from different
areas of the fashion industry to build a show that designers, retailers, and fashion experts, were
proud to be part of.
Looking for advice
In order to make a worthy Fair, the organizers asked the advice of two groups of fashion
actors: European designers—including Elsa Schiaparelli—and New York based organization
The Fashion Group Inc. Marcia Connor contacted the French couturiers during the summer of
1937 to ask for participation and advice on how to represent the Parisian houses at the fashion
exhibits of New York World‘s Fair of 1939. The answer of the European couturiers was not very
enthusiastic. During the summer of 1937 they were about to inaugurate the Pavillion de
L’Elegance at Paris Fair, Exposition Internationale des Arts et Techniques dans la Vie Moderne.
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They were not interested in thinking about the New York World‘s Fair of 1939. ―Miss Howard
definitely thinks that any exhibition concerning the textile, silk, and woolen industries should be
organized in New York from the New York end. She says that all the leading houses have their
business in New York, and that therefore you should not attempt to get up an Exhibition from
France, but on the spot in New York‖ (NYWF1939-1940R. Box 171. Folder 19. Letter to Marcia
Connor from Place Vendôme, Paris. June 21, 1937). The letter ends mentioning the difficult
political situation of France before the beginning of World War II. Consequently, they could not
make any future plans. Elsa Schiaparelli was one of the European designers who presented her
work at the Paris exhibition of 1937, and was extremely dissatisfied with the result.13 She was
personally contacted by the fashion exhibition organizers and visited the Fairgrounds by the end
of 1937 to contribute on bringing the French couture to the upcoming New York World‘s Fair of
1939.14 During the two previous years of the opening of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939,
fashion show organizers made a big effort in trying to involve European designers and couturiers
in the process.
Building on the idea that this event was the first time that New York Fashion players
presented themselves as a unified industry, it is essential to acknowledge that such was not
entirely the vision of most of the fashion exhibition organizers in 1937. The organizers of the
fashion exhibitions of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 wanted a strong European fashion
presence as well as their support throughout the planning and execution process. They craved for
the support of the European fashion industry for their style and creative source, and as a way of
ensuring the success of the exhibitions. In a letter sent by Marcia Connor to Elsa Schiaparelli in
July of 1938 Connor wrote, ―It is no exaggeration to that we look to Europe‘s creative talent to
help us set a new keynote in styles that will harmonize with the lofty purpose of this great
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international spectacle‖ (NYWF1939-1940R. Folder 7 Designers Q-Z. Letter to Madame
Schiaparelli. July 29, 1938). Regardless of the efforts by the Fair organizers, European designers
were not excited about being part of the New York World's Fair of 1939.
In the Hall of Fashion of 1939 as well as in The World of Fashion exhibition of 1940,
European fashion played a small role. It is important to realize that maybe if Europe was not in
the beginnings of a Second World War, the French designers and couturiers would have taken a
bigger part on the New York World‘s Fair of 1939-1940. Rebecca Arnold explains how this
contradictory relationship between New York and Paris was even more evident by the summer of
1940 with the fall of Paris. Arnold contends that ―despite advances in the promotion of a distinct
American style and New York fashions during the 1930s, Paris‘ absence fundamentally shook
New York industry‘s confidence. This fear reflected America‘s fashion contradictory
relationship to Paris. The French capital had functioned as both a positive and negative myth‖
(136). This dynamic is found throughout the more than two years of planning of the fashion
exhibits for the New York World‘s Fair of 1939-1940.
Thus, when looking for local support of the New York fashion industry, the Fashion
Group and its members were the biggest advocates of the Hall of Fashion and the World of
Fashion. The New York based group that by 1936 had 779 members—594 from New York
only—operated as the main cooperating organization in the planning and execution of the
fashion exhibitions presented at the New York World‘s Fair of 1939-1940.15 By the time the
Fashion Council of the Fair was starting to envision how they wanted to showcase the fashion
industry at the Fair of 1939, the Fashion Group already had several years of experience
organizing one important fashion event per year. The role of the Fashion Group was crucial from
the very beginning of its foundation because besides supporting the women role on the fashion
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industry they also had a tight connection with academic institutions interested in teaching fashion
and a large record of most of the fashion industry workers in every field.16 The contribution and
connections that this group provided to the Fair organizers was fundamental in order to showcase
a complete image of the American fashion industry. The Fashion Group, acted as a fashion
consulting organization for the Fair executives without charging them any money. Likewise,
many of its members were employed by the Fair Corporation to work on specific assignments
with specific fees.
In order to analysis the relationship that the Fashion Group Inc. had with the organization
of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939, I collected information from the archives of the New
York Public Library. At the beginning of 1937 when the discussions about a fashion exhibition at
the Fair started, Marcia Connor (Fashion Executive of the Fair) sent to the Director of Exhibits
and Concessions of the Fair a Memorandum and a list of the officers of the Fashion Group that
wanted to collaborate with the New York World‘s Fair.17 The list included the complete names
of the members and their positions in different companies and organizations. Based on that list I
created a table to organize the data. To classify the information, each individual member of the
Fashion Group was labeled depending in which industry they worked. According to the different
industries that were represented in the Fashion Group, I created the following categories to
organize the individuals: Department Stores, Retails, Cultural Institutions, Artists, Politics,
Media, Advertising and Interior Designers.
To explore the representation of different industries in the Fashion Group, I created a
network visualization using the digital tool Many Eyes (figure 2.1). The network was organized
in different levels. The exterior nodes are the names of the members of the Fashion Group that
are connected to another single node that represents the different companies or organizations
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where those members worked. At the same time, the nodes labeled showed the companies or
organizations that are connected by edges to nine different industries. According to figure 2.1,
the node with the most connections, besides the Fashion Group that is at the center of the
network, is the ―Media‖ node, which connects with 10 different nodes that corresponds to
fashion magazines and newspapers. Considering that the network of the Fashion Group as a
whole had connections with 24 different organizations and companies, almost half of those were
associations with media outlets. The second category with the most nodes is ―Department
Stores.‖ As Rantisi argues when describing the connection between fashion magazines and
department stores, ―Together, these institutions along with the apparel-related services that
emerged in the early twentieth century constituted an ‗industry,‘ encompassing a chain of
interconnected activities that traced the apparel product from manufacture to distribution to
consumption‖ (Breward and Gilbert 114).

Figure 2.1 Fashion Group Inc.
Source: NYWF1939-1940R. Box 445. Folder 8.
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The network visualization demonstrates the significant role of the members of the fashion media
and the department stores in the New York fashion industry of the 1930s that created the Fashion
Group. The New York World‘s Fair of 1939/1940 served as an appropriate setting to support and
promote the American fashion industry.
The complexity and extensive planning period for the exhibition of the Hall of Textiles—
also called Hall of Fashion—at the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 reveals the limitations of the
New York fashion industry and its first unified presentation. In this cultural and social climate,
we found a Hall of Fashion exhibit in 1939, which did not reflect all the work and years of
planning. In the next section of this study we will enter the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 and
the Hall of Fashion exhibits focusing on how the New York fashion industry is presented in this
event.
The New York World’s Fair of 1939
The New York World‘s Fair opened its doors on April 30th, 1939—coinciding with the
150th anniversary of George Washington‘s inauguration as President—and closed in October of
that year. In May of 1940, the New York World‘s Fair reopened and closed its doors for the last
time in October of 1940. The Fair took place in Flushing Meadows Queens, 20 minutes away
from Manhattan, and counted with 300 associated buildings that took three years to build. New
York City subway lines and the Long Island Rail Road made the site easily accessible for a
visitors from New York and other boroughs. The new Whitestone Bridge, that connected Queens
with the Bronx, was inaugurated the day before the 1939 Fair opened its doors. The theme of the
Fair, ―The World of Tomorrow,‖ was an attempt to display the model of a future community
based on economic abundance, political equality, and the technological unification of the
individual and the community, all essential parts of the American culture. Although the Fair
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attracted millions of visitors, its attendance and revenue were not as high as anticipated.
Nevertheless, the Fair was a point of convergence; many important people from the popular
culture of the time, from athletes to actresses and artists, played their part what shows the
relevance of the event (Zim et al. 35-40).
Even though the Fair‘s themes were somewhat different, the 1939‘s ―The World of
Tomorrow,‖ and the 1940‘s ―For Peace and Freedom,‖ the idea of hosting a Fair for the people
was preserved. The president of the Fair, Grover A. Whalen, stated that ―The Fair was built for
and dedicated to the people. It was built to delight and instruct them.‖ (Dawn of a New Day. The
New York World’s Fair, 1939/1940 18). The idea of creating something especially for the masses
was the message that industrial designers and businessmen were trying to capture for the event.
The ideals of democracy and community, as a means to create abundance and prosperity, were
found in all the exhibits of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 and 1940. As Robert Bennett
explains, ―Functioning as ‗collective social displays,‘ ‗cultural icons,‘ and ‗ideological
constructs,‘ these Fairs helped define and promote new cultural values and material practices that
sought to ‗restore popular faith in the vitality of the nation‘s economic and political system‘‖
(Rydell and Schiavo 177).
Accordingly, the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 showcased the latest technologies and
scientific advances soon to be available to the American public. The Fairgrounds were organized
in 7 zones, Government, Community Interests, Food, Communication and Business, Production
and Distribution, Transportation, and Amusement, all of them converging at the Theme Center
where the Trylon and Perisphere futuristic buildings were located.18
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The Hall of Fashion
The Hall of Fashion (figure 2.2) was located in the Administration Building that was the
main attraction of the Community Interests zone. The Fair organizers, supervised by Fashion
Consultant Marcia Connor, planned a space which was arranged according to different fashion
styles. As mentioned before, Marcia Connor had been working in organizing the fashion
activities since 1936 for the 1939 New York World's Fair. The Hall of Fashion had an exhibition
area of 26,130 square feet, plus the Fashion Arts program, and an auditorium-restaurant seating
450.

Figure 2.2 Pylons - On top of Hall of Fashion at night.
Source: New York World's Fair 1939-1940 records, 1935-1945, bulk (1939-1940). / VIII.
Promotion & Development Division / VIII.B. News Dissemination / VIII.B.6. Photographs /
Pylons.
Retrieved from: http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?1680869

According to a memorandum sent by the Director of Exhibits to the President of the New York
World‘s Fair at the end of February 1939, the space was to be arranged by materials and
accessories. The garments and fabrics were displayed on mannequins surrounded by stages that
recreated the ambiance. The exhibits described in the document were: Rayon, Coats and Dresses,
Fabrics, Furs, Millinery, Shoes and Accessories, and Elastic Threads. In addition to the seven
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areas showcasing distinctive products, the Hall of Fashion had window displays created by
department stores and specialty shops advertising their merchandise.19 Nembhard Culin was the
designer of the building ant its characteristic ―decorative 'hairpin' pylons‖ (Dawn of a New Day.
The New York World’s Fair, 1939/1940 86). Considering that in 1930 there was still a large part
of the population that did not have electricity, the design, shape and color of the pylons
fascinated the public.
In the Hall of Fashion the exhibitions were grouped by theme, recreating specific
ambiances that showcased different garments. In the exhibition design we can recognize the
influence of the window displays strategies that department stores in New York City had
implemented by 1933. As Arnold explains in her book, The American Look, referring to Lord &
Taylor‘s use of window displays to promote individual designers, ―The displays were part of a
coherent structure of promotions that was [sic] designed to produce a schematic idea of
Americanness, which consumers could easily comprehend and relate to their own identity
aspirations. Store window displays represented a liminal [sic] space, at once inside the store, yet
also part of the street scene‖( Arnold 111).
The same kind of environment was recreated in the Hall of Fashion, specifically in the
exhibition called ―Luxury Fabrics.‖ Figure 2.3 under the sign ―Luxury Fabrics,‖ shows how the
exhibit followed the structure of the building. It was created using five large window displays
containing one life-sized mannequin each. The figures were dressed with varying shades of
cooper velvet dresses styled by New York fashion stores: Bonwit Teller, Saks Fifth Avenue, Jay
Thorpe, Henri Bendel and Bergdorf Goodman. Photographs of the gowns with detailed
descriptions appeared as part of the press releases published by the Fair officials to promote the
Hall of Fashion.20 The photograph shows sophisticated garments in a modern setting.
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Figure 2.3 Fashion, World of - Mannequins - in velvet gowns in window displays
Source: New York World's Fair 1939-1940 records, 1935-1945, bulk (1939-1940). / VIII.
Promotion & Development Division / VIII.B. News Dissemination / VIII.B.6.
Photographs / Fashion, World of / Mannequins
Retrieved from: http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?1671723

The exhibition was constructed with two types of panels that were alternated, one plain
and the others with square patterns. It can be seen a relationship between the aesthetics of the
exhibit with New York skyscraper windows. The fashion industry at the New York World‘s Fair
of 1939 was borrowing the city modern appearance and combining it with the window display
strategies used by department stores. Arnold indicates that in this manner, sportswear and readyto-wear also were an important part of the New York fashion industry and had been widely
supported by department stores (105-107). As Arnold claims, ―Sportswear was identified by the
wider fashion industry as America‘s most distinctive form or dress‖ (Arnold 1). Under these
circumstances, the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 designed a special section in the Hall of
Fashion exclusively to exhibit sportswear and ready-to-wear.
The ―Sportswear Scene‖ exhibit also consisted of five mannequins arranged and
accessorized to give spectators the illusion that the figures were sporting, sunbathing and
enjoying some leisure time (figure 2.4). The image reveals that the design of the exhibition was
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the recreation of a relaxed environment. In contrast, with the exhibition discussed before
―Luxury Fabrics,‖ the mannequins showcasing sportswear were not displayed in a static and
formal positions but in a playful manner. Sportswear included: active sportswear (the one worn
to practice a sport), resorts wear (relaxed clothes to travel or wear for leisure), and town and
country wear (Arnold 1). In the picture from the ―Sportswear Scene‖ at the New York World‘s
Fair of 1939, all of these subcategories were represented.

Figure 2.4 Fashion, World of - Mannequins - Sportswear scene.
Source: New York World's Fair 1939-1940 records, 1935-1945, bulk (1939-1940). / VIII.
Promotion & Development Division / VIII.B. News Dissemination / VIII.B.6. Photographs /
Fashion, World of / Mannequins.
Retrieved from: http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?1671725

Sportswear and ready-to-wear were an important component of the American style
promoted as part of the national fashion identity. According to Arnold, ―The modern sportswear
aesthetic represented an idealized collective vision of Americanness which drew upon New York
City as a center of fashion, as well as an emblem of modern design and the condition of
modernity‖(35). Taking into consideration the theme of the 1939 New York World‘s Fair—The
World of Tomorrow— sportswear embodied all the characteristics of the modern New York City
life. Moreover, this style also represented all the different experiences of modern life, from
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practicing a sport to travelling, visiting the countryside or walking the city streets. In addition to
the relationship between the city and the style, sportswear had been promoted and supported by
New York fashion magazines and department stores throughout the 1930s enforcing the
correlation between the two (Arnold 13-22). The presence of a sportswear exhibit at the New
York World‘s Fair of 1939 clearly highlights the importance of the style for the American
fashion industry.
In the same way, sportswear represented modernity, cotton was a substantial component
of modern American fashion. Therefore, during the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 cotton was
presented as a proud product of the American industry. On May 22 of 1939 the National Cotton
Week was inaugurated at the Fair to celebrate the cotton industry—an event that had been taking
place yearly since 1931.

Figure 2.5 Fashion, World of - Models - Fashion show at Court of Peace.
Source: New York World's Fair 1939-1940 records, 1935-1945, bulk (1939-1940). / VIII.
Promotion & Development Division / VIII.B. News Dissemination / VIII.B.6.
Photographs / Fashion, World of / Models / General
Retrieved from: http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?1671751

The New York World‘s Fair Corporation sponsored the first fashion show of All-American
Cottons on May 20, 1939 (figure 2.5). The parade was a joint effort between the Cotton-Textile
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Institute, eight Fifth Avenue retail stores and the Fashion Promotion Division of the Fair.21
Certainly this event was a new opportunity for the New York fashion industry to come
together to promote local products. Moreover, the idea of Americanness was also connected to
the image of easy to wear and smart economic choices, which was at the same time linked to the
image of New York and its designers. The availability of relatively cheap fabrics, such as cotton,
and the easy patterns and methods contributed to the possibility of mass production. These kinds
of garments were not inspired in Parisian haute couture, but in real American women that were
part of the workforce who needed comfortable and easy to wear fashion. ―These simple,
wearable styles gained broad acceptance because they resonated with new social roles but also,
more generally, with values of democracy and a view of dress as a means of blurring rather than
making social distinctions‖ (Breward and Gilbert ed. 117). The increased availability of garment
choices was presented as a democratizing instrument. This accessibility and versatility of the
material presented at the All -Cotton fashion show combined different styles of garments all
made of cotton.
New York Fashion Industry at its Highest Display
Besides the exhibits in the Hall of Fashion and the presentation of the National Cotton
Week in the New York World‘s Fair of 1939, there were also two important events that brought
together the New York Fashion industry. These occasions were the ―Gala Nights‖ and the ―Take
Away a Dress‖ fashion show. Both events helped to put into perspective the dimension of the
American fashion industry of the time, highlighting who were the participants as well as the
public response to the industry.
Starting on May of 1939, the Fashion Division of the New York World‘s Fair presented a
series of 23 Gala events at night time at the Fairgrounds. The ―Gala Nights‖ list of shows
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included a fashion show of young American designers, a fashion presentation by the Fashion
Group, and an ―Artist‘[sic] Tableaux of ―Living Fashion Paintings‖ (NYWF1939-1940R. Box
444. Folder 17. Memorandum. April 1, 1939). The list of suggested programs submitted at the
beginning of April, 1939 by Marcia Connor to the Fair officials also included the participation of
―society women‖ that would present their own clothes, a Hollywood presentation of fashion, and
a ballet performance ―In Modern Dress.‖ The most important New York magazines such as
Vogue, Life, The New Yorker and Mademoiselle, were also going to sponsor and present
individual shows. The extensive list featured the diversity of the New York fashion industry and
highlighted the role of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 as a space where the industry could
come together and present itself as part of a comprehensive program called ―Gala Nights.‖
Building on from the idea of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 as a convergent space
for the New York fashion industry, during the summer of 1939 the ―Take Away a Dress‖ fashion
show was presented (figure 2.6). Taking into account the words of the speech given at the
opening of the show, such event was unprecedented in the history of American fashion: ―Several
hundred girls will model a dress and after the parade of fashions, the clothes will be given away
to the holders of the lucky tickets‖ (NYWF1939-1940R. Box 685. Folder 2). All the garments
were donated by retailer stores and manufacturers especially for the fashion show. According to
the official numbers the event was attended by 10,000 women hoping to win one of the 400
dresses, bathing suits, beach robes and sports cloths given away that day.22 American fashion
was for them a highly desirable product. As women participated on the New York World‘s Fair
fashion shows and exhibits, they got to experience on their own skin the democratizing and
unifying character of American fashion.
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Figure 2.6 Fashion, World of - Models - Fashion show at Court of Peace
Source: New York World's Fair 1939-1940 records, 1935-1945, bulk (1939-1940). / VIII.
Promotion & Development Division / VIII.B. News Dissemination / VIII.B.6. Photographs /
Fashion, World of / Models / General
Retrieved from: http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?1671753

To further understand the crucial role that the New York World‘s Fair of 1939-1940 had
in the history of New York fashion industry, in the following section I will analyze the 1940 Fair
season, focusing on the newly World of Fashion exhibition. To explore the changes between the
two seasons of the Fair, and the differences in the messages of the Hall of Fashion of 1939, and
the World of Fashion of 1940, I will use the digital tool Voyant, which will allow me to analyze
four crucial texts that included those topics. In my research I have not come across any previous
work done with the help of digital methods to study these documents of the New York World‘s
Fair of 1939-1940. Interestingly, with the help of Voyant, I will be able to see if those texts
mirror the changes between the two Fairs, and the two fashion exhibitions.
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Chapter 3: NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR OF 1940
New York Between Two Fairs
Before the season of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939 ended, Fair officials were
already discussing what changes to make for the upcoming 1940 event. In a detailed letter sent to
the Vice President of the Fair Robert D. Kohn, the Exhibits Committee stated which of the 1939
exhibitions to maintain for the 1940 Fair and which ones to change.23 The Hall of Fashion was
one of the buildings that was suggested to be completely transformed for the New York World‘s
Fair of 1940. During the 1939 Fair the Hall of Fashion exhibition was located in the
Administration Building. The space was divided in seven areas that showcased different types of
textile, accessories and fashion styles. Besides the main fashion show in the Administration
Building, the most prominent department stores of New York organized a separate exhibition
called The Great Stores of New York in the Consumers Building. For the 1940 Fair, the
Consumers building of 1939 was completely transformed into the World of Fashion. In contrast
to the planning of the Hall of Fashion of 1939, where the organizers spent more than two years
on the preparation of the exhibition, the World of Fashion of 1940 was organized in only six
months (NYWF1939-1940R. Box 321. Folder 11/ Exhibits Plans 1940).
The language employed by the Fair officials in 1939 and 1940 illustrates the changes
between the New York World‘s Fair seasons. By looking at the words used in the public
announcements of the Fairs, I observed a transformation in the discourse. I created word clouds
that are visual representation of words frequency, to emphasis the differences. Voyant is the
digital tool used to create those graphical representations and it works by identifying words in a
text and giving it a value depending on how many times each word is repeated. With that specific
value, Voyant produces a word cloud with the words of the text representing them with different
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font sizes depending on how many times the word appears on the text. In order to be able to
work with Voyant, I first used OCR (Optical Character Recognition) that allowed me to convert
images of the scans archives into text documents. I used the text editor Notepad++ to edit and
clean the data before uploading it to Voyant. Figure 3.1 corresponds to the first page of the sixpage-long News Release used to generate the first word cloud.24

Figure 3.1 First page of the News Release No W-13
Source: NYWF1939-1940R. Box 444. Folder 17. News Release

The first word cloud is based on the News Release No W-13 produced by the Department
of Press of the New York World‘s Fair Inc. on February 18, 1939.25 The document is six pages
long and it describes the setting of the upcoming Fair and which ones will be more attracting to
the female population. Analyzing the word cloud 1, I can recognize that the words ―fair,‖
―building,‖ and ―exhibit‖ are the most used in the text. As the press release target specifically
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women interests, the words ―gardens,‖ ―art,‖ ―women,‖ ―make,‖ and ―home‖ are also very
popular through the text.

Figure 3.2 Word cloud 1. Women in the New York World's Fair of 1939.
Source: NYWF1939-1940R. Box 444. Folder 17. News Release

Likewise, before the start of the New York World's Fair of 1940, the Director of Publicity
of the Fair, Leo Casey, published the News Release No 404 to advertise the upcoming event. The
eight page long document called ―World's Fair Recap Memo‖ was released on April 29, 1940,
and describes the new Fair. The News Release designated two full pages to narrate activities ―Of
Special Interest To Women‖ and ―Women‘s Participation‖ at the New York World‘s Fair of
1940.26 The word cloud 2 is based on this document. According to the visual representation of
the text, I noted that as well as on the previous word cloud 1, the words ―fair‖ and ―exhibit‖ are
two of the most recurrent on the text. The words ―new,‖ ―cents,‖ ―world‘s‖ and ―American‖ were
not present in the previous visualization.
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Figure 3.3 Word cloud 2. The New York World's Fair for women in 1940.
Source: NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1825. Folder 2/ Publicity Press Releases

If we compare the word clouds based on the documents of the New York World‘s Fair of
1939 and 1940, we can have a basic idea of how the official promoters of the events advertised
them. These word clouds are useful to partially confirm my previous claims on the differences
between the two Fairs. The word clouds are a good way to organize the words used in a text.
However, one of the biggest weaknesses of using this kind of tools is falling into generalizations
and oversimplifying the analyzed text. Another disadvantage of working with a digital tool was
that my sources to create the word clouds were archival documents from the 1939 and 1940, so I
had to go through the process of digitalizing it which entails the existence for margin of error.
Taking into account the weaknesses of this method, I was still able to recognize the differences
between the two texts. In the word clouds 1 and 2 I can see at a glance how the New York
World‘s Fair presented itself to the female public.
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New York World's Fair 1939

New York World's Fair 1940

Figure 3.4 New York World's Fair of 1939 vs. New York World's Fair of 1940.

In order to visualize the differences between the text produced to advertise the Fair of
1939 and 1940, I created a chart taking the ten more frequent words of the two documents (News
Released No W-13 from 1939, and News Release No 404 from 1940). Looking at the chart
represented in figure 3.4, the main differences when referring to the New York World's Fair of
1939 vs. 1940 was the focus on the fairgrounds. The words ―Building,‖ ―Gardens,‖ ―Center,‖
and ―Home,‖ give the idea that the most important part of the New York World's Fair of 1939
was the environment built for the event. On the other hand, when analyzing the words that
described the second season of the Fair, ―New,‖ ―American‖ and ―New York‖, they appear on
that text more frequent than in the advertising of the previous Fair. The New York World's Fair
of 1940, was indeed an event planned for the average American visitor that paid special attention
on where he was spending his money.
New York World’s Fair of 1940
Building on from the idea that the two New York World's Fairs were significantly
different, this section illustrates that the new approach for the event of 1940 was also
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distinguishable in the exhibition of the World of Fashion. The phrase ―For Peace and Freedom‖
replaced the theme of ―The World of Tomorrow.‖ The Fair shifted away from the futuristic
theme and emphasized the ―typical American‖ lifestyle. This is reflected on the iconography
used on the Fair advertisement (figure 3.5). On the official poster we see a character called Elmer.
Gelernter stated that his role was to greet the visitors and act as the ―host‖ of the Fair (352).

Figure 3.5 Elmer (NYWF mascot) – Poster
Source: Source: New York World's Fair 1939-1940 records, 1935-1945, bulk (1939-1940). / VIII.
Promotion & Development Division / VIII.B. News Dissemination / VIII.B.6. Photographs
Retrieved from: http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?1670017

He represented the average, American citizen that could live in any town in America. The 1939
Fair had been criticized as too expensive for the average American family. Part of the plan to
make the Fair attractive to a wider audience was to cut the admission price from 75 to 50 cents
and to incorporate the idea of the average American citizen (351). Around 19 - 20 million
visitors attended the second season of the Fair, a noticeable lower number than the one from the
previous year (353).
The Fair reopened on May 11, 1940. On the area called The Town of Tomorrow, two
brand new houses were added. Gelernter mentioned that those houses were going to be the
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―home‖ of different American families for a week, throughout the months that the Fair was
opened. Newspapers were the ones that selected those families who came from all over the
country to live at the Fair for a week (351- 353). The newspapers announced the requirements
for the contest saying that the American family would consist ―of a father American, a mother
American, and two little Americans, preferably a boy and a girl‖ (352). There was a noticeable
emphasis of the Americaness and American lifestyle that differentiated it from the previous Fair
(351-358).
The World of Fashion
In the previous section I have examined the main characteristics of the New York
World's Fair of 1940. I will now focus on the Fair as one of the main representations of the
American culture. The Consumers Building of 1939, located across the Trylon, became The
World of Fashion during the 1940 New York World‘s Fair. The New York fashion industry was
making a big effort to incorporate fashion products to the daily life of American women. It was
logical then, to devote a whole area and countless activities of the Fair to send the message that
American fashion was an important part of the American culture. Gelernter observed that despite
the official explanations that the World of Fashion was mainly developed as an effort to attract
more female visitors to the Fair (357), the exhibition was the most important effort made from
the New York fashion industry to present itself as a solid organization. Millions of visitors were
going to be exposed to the World of Fashion. They were going to transform their perspective on
American fashion and the way they consumed it.
The influential fashion expert Mary Lewis was the person who directed The World of
Fashion. Arnold mentions in her book that she was also responsible with Estelle Hamburger of
reinventing the department store advertising of the 1930s (106- 136). Lewis strategy was to
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communicate directly to women using common language, looking for inspiration on the streets,
and in the daily life (106). In a way, she was the embodiment of sportswear and modernity that
did not use complicated artifacts to get their message across. Mary Lewis was appointed as the
Director of Fashion Activities the first week of February 1940.27 Lewis submitted a list of
possible exhibits to be part of the World of Fashion a week later of starting her job for the Fair
Corporation. The list included: a ―Parade of Labels‖ a show with the most renowned fashion
retailers in New York, a plan for an ―Accessory Arcade‖ exhibit, a cosmetics show, a
presentation of ―Fashion in Films,‖ fur and shoe exhibitions, as well as the presence of
sportswear that targeted the fashion magazines in a special section called ―Fashion in the
News‖.28
On March 16, 1940 less than three months away from the opening day of the New York
World‘s Fair of 1940, Lewis sent the first formal invitations to the fashion industry to participate
in the upcoming World of Fashion exhibition. The official invitation of the new exhibition
included the theme ‗For Peace and Freedom‘ and had the newly designed letterhead of the New
York World‘s Fair of 1940. The message of the letter enclosed two of the biggest changes that
the Fair experienced from the 1939 season to the one in 1940, the focus on America as the center
of the New York World‘s Fair theme, and the imperative price adjustments compared to the
previous year.29
On the brief first note introducing The World of Fashion, Lewis made a bold statement.
She specified that the Fair of 1940 was going to be centered on America, which also meant that it
was going to be the year of American fashion. She also added that their plan was to make the
building of The World of Fashion, the epicenter of American fashion for the summer of 1940.
The invitation highlighted that only important people of the industry were going to have the
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privilege of presenting at the exhibition.30 The importance that New York fashion had for
America‘s culture was summarized on that invitation letter. Fashion was a significant part of
American society, an industry where price awareness was a synonym of modernity. Thereby,
offering an exclusive, but well priced space at the New York World‘s Fair of 1940 centered on
the American theme was an offer hard to refuse.
Surprisingly, many people that invited to participate in the World of Fashion of 1940, and
who belonged to the exclusive group that received the letter sent by the Fair organizers, rejected
the offer to participate in the New York World‘s Fair of 1940. Furthermore, some companies that
took part on the 1939 New York World‘s Fair decided not to engage on the 1940 season. This
was the case of U. S. Rubber Company that lost interest on the Fair for the upcoming
exhibition.31
Six weeks before opening the World of Fashion exhibition, organizers of the New York
World‘s Fair contacted Mr. F. B. Davis Jr., President of U.S. Rubber Company with impressive
details about the opportunity to be part of the new fashion exhibit. Naming Vogue, Harper’s
Bazaar, and Mademoiselle magazines as sponsors, and the ones in charge of editing the
exhibitions display, the Fair organizers tried to persuade Mr. Davis to accept the invitation to
participate in the World of Fashion. The letter also mentioned the relevance of having an
influential director for the exhibition, such as Mary Lewis working as a visionary and connector
of different industries to make a show never seen before.32
Zim remarked that along with daily fashion shows, the World of Fashion (figure 3.6)
featured new textile technology, and the latest fashions, makeup and hairstyles. It was a place
where ―the whole field of fashion is spread before you, from the basic materials to the creations
of our natives geniuses, including the ones who mount vegetable gardens on your hat and make
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you like it‖ (69). One of the goals of this exhibition was to advertise American designers and the
new fashions available for the American women. In addition to the exhibits, there was a theater,
and also a restaurant that held daily fashion shows.33 Hollywood‘s influence on the fashion
industry and America‘s contribution to design for active sportswear was portrayed in exhibits
called ―Fashion in the Films.‖

Figure 3.6. Fashion, World of - Building - Exterior entrance.
Source: New York World's Fair 1939-1940 records, 1935-1945, bulk (1939-1940). / VIII.
Promotion & Development Division / VIII.B. News Dissemination / VIII.B.6. Photographs /
Fashion, World of / Building.
Retrieved from: http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?1671697

All parts of the fashion industry where represented at the New York World‘s Fair of 1940, and
on the official invitation to visit the World of Fashion, Mary Lewis stated, ―This capital of
fashion will corral the best of this huge industry‘s efforts‖ (NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1858.
Folder 6/ World of Fashion). Taking into account the variety of shows, exhibition and sponsors,
this event was the first presentation of New York fashion as an industry.
The World of Fashion building hosted exhibits such as the Accessory Arcade, the
Fashion Favors Rayon, and the Alligator Raincoats. By 1940, consumers recognized the
advertising strategy of window displays, which once again played a crucial role in the New York
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World‘s Fair. Arnold observed that window displays created a new dimension to the promotion
of both fashion magazines and the actual garments (111-112). Leo Casey the Director of
Publicity of the World of Fashion described the Accessory Arcade, ―Here, bags, belts, jewelry,
gloves, handkerchiefs, and scarves will be display [sic] with all the distinction of rare gems in a
Fifth Ave jewelry shop‖ (Fashion, World of - 'Accessory Arcade sketch').
The World of Fashion held daily fashion shows covering a wide range of ideas, from
introducing the latest textile, to an entire week of shows that presented cotton garments as a
versatile and economical fashion choice.34 The development of new fabrics such as rayon, and
the innovative uses of cotton made possible the increase of production of ready-to-wear and sport
wear. Department stores as well as magazines showed and advertised sportswear, linking it to
Americanness in an attempt to reach a wider audience. As Rebecca Arnold describes it,

In a nation as vast and disparate as America, and with such huge clothing market,
it was necessary for the fashion industry to create an identity that could
encompass and make sense of differences in order to produce an effective selling
tool…New York sportswear and the American Look provided an ideal of
American femininity that incorporated national stereotypes and characteristics,
which derived from the most visible and, in relative terms, powerful women: the
white middle class. (202)

Arnold also points out that sportswear was not only the dress code of the leisurely elite, but also
an advertised product for consumers with varying income levels. In the same sense, the
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development of rayon characterized a product that would be available to all Americans in the
near future (203).
Nobody understood American women better than American designers, who created
affordable and versatile clothing. As Arnold in her The American Look explains, ―The key
features of 1930s sportswear were to be crucial to this success --interchangeable wardrobes of
separates; color co-ordinated [sic] ranges of garments; simple, adaptable designs…‖ (132). At
the World of Fashion almost every exhibit and fashion show included a presentation of
exchangeable outfits, adaptable designs, easy to clean fabrics, and sportswear that were part of
the wardrobe of the ideal consumer, and sine qua non, the American consume. This idea was
clearly conveyed by Barbara Graves who worked closely with Mary Lewis organizing the World
of Fashion. During a radio interview during the summer of 1940, Graves explained the situation
of American fashion and how it was presented at the New York World‘s Fair of 1940, ―Feeling
that with world conditions as they are, America must not only carry on, but assume leadership.
So we show the American woman what fine creative talent there is in this country. We have a
display of fall and winter styles, made in America, designed in America, and inspired by
American women‖ (NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1825. Folder 4/ Publicity Radio). Clearly, the New
York fashion industry assumed a leading role with its presentation at the New York World‘s Fair
of 1940.
When I analyze the fashion shows I can distinguish the values of the 1940 American
fashion: modernity, democracy, and technology when I analyze the fashion shows. The Court of
Peace of the New York World‘s Fair of 1940 hosted one of the official National Cotton Week
long shows As in the New York World‘s Fair of the previous year, millions of women witnessed
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the ―Cotton Week‖ shows and identified themselves with the models that presented the garments,
and with the designers that spoke directly to them through their fashions.
Modern womanhood meant fiscal responsibility. Besides the versatility of the cotton and
rayon, The World of Fashion explored the idea of how to be a frugal, yet a fashionable consumer.
Publicists communicated the creation of a new kind of fashion show. They called those shows
―The budget-minded girl.‖ In newspapers and at the 1940 New York World‘s Fair, outfits were
presented stating how much the garment would cost if you could make it yourself (figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7 Fashion, World of - Models - Gowns - Model on stage.
Source: New York World's Fair 1939-1940 records, 1935-1945, bulk (1939-1940). / VIII.
Promotion & Development Division / VIII.B. News Dissemination / VIII.B.6.
Photographs / Fashion, World of / Models / Gowns.
Retrieved from: http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?1672079

To be fashionable was not a matter of how much money you spend on a garment, but how much
ability you had to make it yourself. The notes on the photograph of one of the garments
presented at those shows explained it well: ―This trick evening gown does double duty for its
owner. Originally made as a wedding gown it cost $4.05. Stripped of veil and jacket it becomes
an evening gown presto‖ (Fashion, World of, 'Models - Gowns - Model on stage'). Likewise, the
World of Fashion also showcased different garments that could be worn by the whole family,
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from schoolgirls, to college girls, and older women. This strategy targeted certain styles by age,
and created a group of garments that were flexible enough for any female consumer.
The exhibits and shows presented at the World of Fashion during the New York World‘s
Fair of 1940 reproduced the dynamics that the fashion industry produced during the 1930s. The
Hall of Fashion of 1939 and the World of Fashion of 1940 differed in the amount of activities
planned for each other and on the overall message expressed by the Fair organizers. I will use
Voyant to create two visual representations of the main texts that explained the fashion
exhibitions of 1939 and 1940, so the differences will become more evident. World cloud 3
(figure3.8) is based on a letter from Joseph Love, Chairman of the Committee on Apparel and
Accessories, that described the place that the fashion industry had at the New York World‘s Fair
of 1939.35 To create the word cloud 4 (figure 3.9), the text used was a Memorandum written on
November 9, 1940, summarizing the World of Fashion exhibition at the New York World‘s Fair
that had recently closed its doors.36

Figure 3.8 Word cloud 3. Fashion Exhibitions 1939
Source: NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1055.
Apparel and Accessories

Figure 3.9 Word cloud 4. Fashion Exhibitions 1940
Source: NYWF1939-1940R. Box 446. Folder 2.
Folder 19.Memorandum 11/9/1940
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From these visualizations we can recognize the main differences in the word clouds. In
the word cloud 3, the most used words were ―apparel‖ and ―industries.‖ Taking into
consideration the dimensions of the Hall of Fashion exhibition of 1939, I can infer that it was
indeed much more about the apparel industry than a presentation of a unified fashion industry.
The fashion exhibition of 1939 was separated in different sections that reflected those divisions
of the industry. In the word cloud 3 words such as ―chairman‖, ―committee‖ and ―leaders‖ also
appeared as frequent words. This fact gives us the hint of the importance that different people
had in the organization of the Hall of Fashion.
In contrast to the word cloud 3, in word cloud 4 we can distinguish the word ―fashion‖ as
the most frequent one. The words ―apparel‖ and ―industries‖ that were the most common in the
previous graphic, are not present in word cloud 4. The words ―world,‖ ―shows‖ and ―American‖
are also some of the most frequent in the document used to produce word cloud 4. In the last one,
we do not find the words ―chairman‖, ―committee‖ and ―leaders‖ that were largely employed in
word cloud 3. Instead, we can recognize ―visitors‖, ―new‖ and ―exhibitors.‖ All of the
differences that we can identify from the visual representations of the documents that served as
the sources of word clouds 3 and 4, were translated into the exhibition of the Hall of Fashion and
the World of Fashion. While the fashion exhibition of 1939 was much more about the different
parts of the garment industry presenting themselves separately, the fashion exhibition of 1940
was about conveying a unified message of the fashion industry as a whole.
One of the main changes between the two exhibits was that during the 1940 season,
women were much more active planning and executing their ideas to create the World of Fashion.
Barbara Graves on a radio interview commented ―Last year we believed men when they said you
couldn't coordinate all the angles of women‘s fashions. This year, we listened to women who
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wanted it - got a woman, Miss Mary Lewis to head the enterprise and we have something, as you
see‖ (NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1825. Folder 4/ Publicity Radio). To further understand the role
of the women when connecting their resources and building a united message about New York
fashion industry, I will explore the role these fashion industry actors played at the New York
World‘s Fair of 1940.
To highlight even more the differences between the Hall of Fashion of 1939 and the
World of Fashion of 1940 I created two visualizations of the fashion industry actors that
participated in the New York World‘s Fair. Using a network visualization tool from Many Eyes,
I was able to generate two images that reveal the organization of the fashion industry showcased
in both events. To create figure 3.10, I obtained the information from three different documents.
These were: a letter sent on April 22, 1939, about the arrangement between a group of retailers
and the Fair officials to organize the Great Stores of New York exhibit, a Memorandum sent
from the Director of Exhibits to the President of the Fair on the organization of the Hall of
Fashion, and a list of acceptance to participate to the luncheons when organizing the Hall of
Fashion. Combining the information of the three documents I was able to gain an idea of the
most significant participants of the fashion exhibit of 1939 and the organization of the exhibition.
With the data from the three previously mentioned documents, I created a table combining the
information and generating a single table. In order to see the relationship between the actors of
the fashion industry that showcased in the fashion exhibition of 1939, I used Many Eyes to create
a network diagram.
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Figure 3.10 Fashion Exhibitions at the New York World's Fair of 1939.
Source: NYWF1939-1940R. Box 182. Folder 2. Box 444. Folder 17. Box 984. Folder 11.

In figure 3.10, we clearly see two separate clusters. The smaller one corresponds to the
exhibition called The Great Stores of New York in the Consumers Building and the bigger one to
the exhibition of the Hall of Fashion. The show at the Consumers Building featured department
stores only. The exhibitions in the Hall of Fashion were divided by textile industries, accessories
and shoes. The center node of the biggest cluster is the Hall of Fashion, from where two edges
connect it to two secondary nodes: Fashion Exhibition and Accessory Show Windows. From
each of these two secondary nodes several ramifications generate. The third type of nodes
counting outwards from the center Hall of Fashion node, are the different fashion show
categorizations used to group together the different exhibitions of the industry. The last nodes of
the network are the different companies that exhibited at the Hall of Fashion of 1939 and were
directly connected to the type of exhibit classification created by the Hall of Fashion organizers.
In the World of Fashion of the New York World's Fair of 1940 the organization was
substantially different. Figure 3.11 displays a much denser network than figure 3.10. The
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network displayed in figure 3.11 is based in three New York World's Fair documents. These
were: a list of exhibitors for the World of Fashion of 1940 written by the Fair organizers, a list of
American designers and their relationship with the New York retail industry that were going to
participate from the fashion exhibit of 1940, and a document of May 1940, establishing the
agreement between a group of New York retailers that organized the Parade of Labels and the
Fair officials.

Figure 3.11 The World of Fashion exhibition at the New York World's Fair of 1940.
Source: NYWF1939-1940R. Box 823. Folder 2. Box 1824. Folder 8. Box 1825. Folder 11.

The center node is the World of Fashion that directly connects to 18 secondary nodes that were
the different kind of exhibitions presented. Each of those secondary nodes are connected to the
exterior nodes of the network that represent the stores or organizations that were present in the
World of Fashion. The node Parade of Label has even more connections than the center node.
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Parade of Labels has direct connections with individual designers and at the same time with
department stores that are directly connected to other American designers.
Taking into account Manuel Lima‘s list of key functions of network visualizations,
figures 3.10 and 3.11: document, clarify, reveal and expand (80-81).37 Both network
visualizations document the Hall of Fashion and World of Fashion exhibitions in a new manner
not depicted before. These visual representations clarify the differences in the organization of
both exhibitions revealing close relationships or distances between different fashion actors. In
the case of the fashion exhibits of 1939, it highlights the distance between the department stores
of New York and the Hall of Fashion exhibits. What is more, the network visualization of figure
3.11 makes evidence of the new approach that the retail industry as a whole took for the World
of Fashion of 1940 establishing a close connection to the main exhibition. Both of the network
visualizations of the Hall of Fashion and the World of Fashion can ―Serve as a vehicle for other
uses and set the stages for further exploration‖ (Lima 81). Having seen the connections and
relationships between the different actors of the fashion industry of New York at the end of
1930s, we can ask additional questions of why and how these relationships were built.
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Chapter 4: FASHIONING THE FAIR
Connecting Fashions
This final section provides a general discussion of the role of women activists,
department stores, and fashion magazines in connecting and participating on the presentation of
New York fashion industry in the New York World‘s Fair of 1930/1940. As David Gilbert
observed, ―A number of factors pushed New York into front rank of fashion cities. To some
extent, this was a direct reflection of the rise of American political and economic power‖ (Bruzzi
and Church Gibson 19). Building up from previous chapters, the Women‘s National Advisory
Committee played an important role when organizing activities and exhibits for the female
public at the Fairs. During the New York World‘s Fair, the influence of women related to politics
or activism was much more evident during the exhibition of 1940 than in 1939.
Likewise, during 1940 the First Lady of the United States, Eleanor F. Roosevelt, took an
important role in the organization of the fashion exhibit. She was in charge of cutting the ribbon
on the official opening ceremony of the World of Fashion. An article published on June 1, 1940
titled ―Mrs. Roosevelt Urges Pretty Fashions‖ commented on the enthusiasm of the first lady on
such event, ―'I hope' the First Lady said, 'that we are going to think about beauty.' She admitted
that fashion has changed, but that it should reach down into every group of American women.
'This exhibit should show what you can do with taste even if you haven‘t much money'‖
(NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1825. Folder 2. New York Journal and American). Moreover, during
the summer of 1940 Eleanor Roosevelt helped the Fair officials to organize an International
Fashion Exhibit contacting the possible participants herself.38 Her presence at the opening
ceremony and her arrangements for an International show were ways to validate and generate
more excitement on the public about the World of Fashion.
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Along with the First Lady, women activists that were part of the Women‘s National
Advisory Committee also played an important part on the second season of the New York
World‘s Fair. Oswald B. Lord, the Chairman of the Women‘s National Advisory Committee,
created the Fashion Programs Committee ―to stimulate an interest in the World of Fashion
among socially prominent figures in the metropolitan area in order to insure the sustained
support of this important group of fashion-consumers‖ (NYWF1939-1940R. Box 446. Folder 2.
The World of Fashion a Summary). The Fashion Programs Committee did not exist during the
Hall of Fashion exhibit of 1939 and the array of new shows and fashion activities during the
1940 season, proved the important role of this Committee as a mediator.
Towards the end of the 1940 season of the New York World‘s Fair, Lord invited Mayor
La Guardia to act as the Honorary Chairman of a joint program of art and fashion at the
American Art Today building of the Fair. On the invitation, Lord mentioned the Index of
American design as one of the most important contributions of the W.P.A. Program. Such index
was a vast collection of authentic work of American artists built during the last years of the
decade of 1930. The National Director of the W.P.A. Art Program, Holger Cahill, thought that
this artwork would be a useful source of inspiration for American designers for future collections.
With this in mind, Lord invited Mayor La Guardia to join Mrs. Roosevelt, Mr. Cahill, and a wellknown fashion designer to be part of a one day program at the New York World‘s Fair of 1940.39
This is a clear example on how not only department stores and fashion magazines were giving
credit to American designers, but that a general awareness of the connectivity of the creative
process throughout many industries was taking place.
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Design and Designers
One aspect which illustrates the important role of designers in the New York World‘s
Fair of 1939/1940 can be identified in the Designer‘s Day at the Fair, and on the press released
―The Influence of Art Upon Fashion Display.‖ Dorothy Shaver, Vice President of Lord & Taylor
and one of the first fashion experts to advertise American designers, presented the talk
―Influence of World‘s Fair Designs on Retailing‖ celebrated in June 14, 1938.40 On her speech
she mentioned the Paris World‘s Fair of 1925 as an example of exploring new methods of
merchandising and design and she expressed her hopes that the New York World‘s Fair of 1939
was going to be as inspiring as the one in Paris. Likewise, the press released ―The Influence of
Art Upon Fashion Display‖ also referenced the Paris World‘s Fair of 1925 and its contributions
towards design and the connections between fashion design and art.41 Accordingly, during the
week of January 8 to 16 of 1939, different department stores around New York City created
window displays featuring murals of the New York World‘s Fair and fashion.42
Promoting the City
In his book The Great American Fair. The World’s Columbian Exposition & American
Culture, Reid Badger explores the idea of how the different cities that hosted World‘s Fairs had
prepare themselves for years for those colossal events. The author explains:

Great Fairs could only occur in great cities where the necessary facilities,
accommodations, talents, and funds were concentrated, and it was recognized
from the very first that millions who came to see the Fair would also see the
city. ...the greatest exhibit of the great world‘s Fair was the city in which it was
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held. Thus, the great Fairs easily became mirrors for metropolitan as well as
national ambition and pride. (10)
The dynamics of the retail industry of New York City illustrate how the whole city
prepared for the upcoming event of the World‘s Fair of 1939/1940. In this cultural climate, the
New York Herald Tribune published an article in 1938 predicting how much money people will
spend when visiting New York during the Fair. The piece estimated that the Apparel industry
was going to have between a 10 and 20% increase in sales during the Fair season. Besides the
prediction on sales that the article presents, it also gives the vendors strategies on how to sell also
to New Yorkers. The article aimed to motivate retailers to outsell to locals buyers before the Fair
started. In doing so, New Yorkers were going to serve as the perfect example of a desired
lifestyle to outside visitors, as the article explained "New York in 1939 will become the greatest
sampling market known" (NYWF1939-1940R. Box 2394. Folder 8). It can be noted that New
Yorkers had to act as model citizens of their modern city.
Similarly, department stores in Manhattan developed different strategies to participate on
the New York World‘s Fair if 1939/ 1940 and attract more customers. Gilbert explored how the
fashion industry was part of New York city‘s identity, "One 1924 tourist guidebook indicated
that public display of fashion were among the sights of the city, and that fashion culture touched
parts of the city far beyond the 'gorgeous shops of Fifth Avenue'" (Bruzzi and Church Gibson 19).
Department stores were a vivid part of New York culture and they acted as important players
during both seasons of the New York World‘s Fair.
In the Fair of 1939, New York Department stores organized an exhibition in the
Consumers building instead of the Hall of Fashion. Under the name "The Great Stores of New
York," nine of the most important department stores of New York City sponsored the
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exhibition.43 Additionally, during the New York World‘s Fair of 1940 the shops of the Uptown
Retail Guild that included five department stores, organized an exhibition in the World of
Fashion building called "Parade of Labels.‖ Moreover, the stores of the Uptown Retail Guild
organized the opening show of the World of Fashion in June of 1940, presented a join fashion
show in August displaying furs and fall outfits, and were in charge of two daily fashion shows at
the restaurant in the building of the World of Fashion.44 The long schedule of activities
emphasize the crucial role that New York department stores had in the New York World‘s Fair
of 1940 as part of the fashion industry presentation.
Arnold argues that department stores and fashion magazines in New York City during the
1920s and 1930s supported each other fashion discourses, and reinforced the relevance of
American fashion (106- 109). A clear example of that dynamic was an article published by
Women‘s Wear Daily on April of 1938, called ―As Upper Fifth Avenue Stores Note World‘s
Fair Preview in Window Displays.‖ The story presented three photographs of department store
windows that shoed futuristic scenes and references to the Fair buildings. Window displays
created a new dimension in advertising done by fashion magazines and the representation of
actual garments. Consumers were then able to see how the garments looked in a three
dimensional context. Taking this into account, in the following section we will pay special
attention of the role of fashion magazines in the context of the New York World‘s Fair
1939/1940.
Fashion Magazines and the New York World’s Fair
New York based fashion magazines and newspapers played a critical role in creating and
maintaining a mass consumer public for American fashion. During the 1930s, fashion magazines
started to focus on the expansion and legitimatization of sportswear and ready-to-wear. ―As
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former editor Edna Chase stated, the intention of Vogue was to show the women in the rest of the
USA ‗what the smart women of New York were buying‘‖ (Breward and Gilbert ed. 114). This
message was translated into the Hall of Fashion and the World of Fashion of the New York
World‘s Fair of 1939 and 1940. When women visited the fashion exhibits, and especially the
World of Fashion of 1940, they were transformed by an encounter with a fashion that conveyed
values of Americanness and modernity.
The fashion magazines become interested in the New York World‘s Fair two years before
the opening of the 1939 Fair. In September of 1937, Vogue magazine was already contacting the
New York World‘s Fair officials to ask for permission to do a series of photographs in the
Administration Building.45 It took considerable deliberation on the part of Fair officials to set up
the parameters of whom and how the New York World‘s Fair theme and its buildings were going
to be used by the media. Regardless of the first restrictions of the Fair, the October issue of
Hearst’s International-Cosmopolitan published an article that highlighted the importance of the
fashion industry for the American economy and the prominent role that women played in it.46
Likewise, the four page long article titled ―Vanity Fair...America‘s No1 Industry,‖ named
‗Fashion, Food and Transportation‘ as the three biggest businesses of the United States. One of
the key remarks that the author made about fashion, was the democratizing power that it had in
America. Towards the end of the article, the author mentions several prominent women that
played a crucial role on the fashion world of the time. Marcia Connor, the person in charge of the
Hall of Fashion of 1939, was named as one of the leaders at incorporating the fashion industry
into the New York World‘s Fair. These kinds of articles started to build expectation towards the
role of fashion at the upcoming renowned event.47
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In this context, the most important magazine article published about the fashion and the
New York World‘s Fair 1939/1940, was published by Vogue on the February issue of 1939. It
was the most significant for several reasons. Vogue discussed and planned the article for almost a
year before its publication. It was published as part of the Americana issue - the most advertised
of the year - of Vogue magazine, and it resulted in a twelve-page spread. Last, the release of the
article was accompanied by a series of advertising strategies that linked the Fair with the
department stores and the fashion magazine world.48
On January 1st of 1939, Vogue announced that the second American issue was ―in the
making‖ and was going to be ready for purchase as early as January 25th.49 The advertisement
claimed that it was going to present the readers with a preview of the ―World of Tomorrow‖ as
they challenged nine industrial designers that were in fact creating new technology, from
locomotives to vacuum and washing machines to design the fashions of the future. To add up to
the anticipation of the February issue, in the night of January 25th of 1939, Vogue costumes
created by the industrial designers were going to be displayed on the windows of five wellknown stores around Manhattan. The list included: Hattie Carnegie, Bergdorf Goodman, Jay
Thorpe, Saks Fifth Avenue and Bonwit Teller. Fashion magazines and department stores
supplied each other with products to advertise and sell as well as enforced the dynamic of the
New York fashion industry.
Vogue‘s issue of February of 1939 had an extensive lay out on the Fair with its main
article called: ―Vogue Presents Fashion of the Future - on 9 following pages - Costumes by 9
leading industrial designers.‖ The article began by posing the question of what would be Vogue‘s
take on the future. To answer that question, Vogue asked nine industrial designers that worked
building the ―future‖ at the upcoming Fair, to envision and design a dress for the women of the
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future. Those nine dresses were going to be shown at the World‘s Fair Terrace Club Party, in
windows of different New York department stores and on a Vogue-Pathe movie.50 Vogue was
trying to create a bridge between fashion and other parts of daily life. The products that those
men designers had created were part of everyday American living, from silver wear and clocks to
metal furniture to airplane interiors. The collaboration of the designers with Vogues‘ futuristic
idea is the perfect example of how in New York of the late 1930s, different systems worked
together to create specific products, and to carefully convey an elaborated message.
Prior to the opening of the Fair of 1939, the media enforced the message of life-changing
characteristics of the New York World‘s Fair. However, during the months of the Fair they
surprisingly minimized and overlooked the fashion exhibitions going on at the New York
World‘s Fair of 1939 and 1940. Harper's Bazaar, one of the most influential fashion magazines
of the era, does not mention the Hall of Fashion exhibit of 1939 or the World of Fashion of 1940.
Although it does talk about the Fair as a revolutionary place, it completely omits the fashion
shows, textile and garment exhibitions. As Rantisi and Arnold had explained although the New
York based fashion magazines started recognizing and naming American designers on their
pages by the early 1930s, most of the magazine content was still inspired or focused on Parisian
fashion.51 Despite the efforts of the women of the Fashion Group Inc. in recognizing the local
industry, it was not until 1940 that the rupture with Paris was seen in the fashion press. Rantisi
describes that ―In July of 1940, the Nazis had occupied Paris, effectively shutting it off from the
New York fashion press and NYV buyers and manufacturers‖ (96). The turn to American
fashion as the main subject of Vogue and Harper’s Bazaar magazine was mostly due because of
the European situation in the course of the World War II.
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Nevertheless, during the New York World‘s Fair of 1940, Vogue and Harper’s Bazaar
magazines besides being the sponsors of some exhibits they edited the Parade of Dresses, the
Accessory Arcade, and the Millinery Arcade. Mademoiselle magazine also sponsored the
exhibitions of Fashion for children and edited the exhibition fashion in sports and fashions in
rubber goods.52 Sponsorship and edition of fashion activities at the Fair of 1940 by part of New
York magazines was a guaranteed success. Moreover, Vogue and Harper’s Bazaar articles and
photographs focused on products like cotton and silk, and the Fair entertainment, but as the
previous year overlooking the World of Fashion. On the contrary, the New York Post, director of
publicity Estelle Hamburger, mentioned by the end of the New York World‘s Fair of 1940 the
relevant role of the Fashion World for the American fashion industry. Expressively she argued,
"It is to be hope that the Fashion Building at the World‘s Fair provided the first symbol of what
'New York as a Fashion Center' will come to mean to all Americans" (NYWF1939-1940R. Box
446. Folder 2. New York Post).
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Conclusion
New York City is considered one of the top fashion capitals of the world, but it has not
always held that privileged place. Within this study I have attempted to analyze the New York
World‘s Fair of 1939/1940 as a turning point in the history of New York fashion. To explore
how such event was a crucial moment of fashion history, I have chosen to analyze it within the
historical and cultural context of the New York garment industry in the beginning of the
twentieth century. The contradictions and changes in the plans during the planning years and
presentation of the Hall of Fashion of 1939 and the World of Fashion of 1940 illustrate the
difficulties that the fashion industry experienced in its beginnings. With the use of digital tools
like Voyant and Many Eyes, I have aimed to visualize the network of the fashion industry actors
that joined forces to organize the fashion exhibits at the New York World‘s Fair of 1939/ 1940
and the changes between the two seasons.
Even though the fashion exhibits at the New York World‘s Fair ended up being the first
and largest display of the New York fashion industry at the time, it is also important to recognize
that perhaps such was not the original goal of the Fair organizers. Due to the political situation of
Europe and the low enthusiasm of French couturiers and designers about participating in the Fair,
the main figures of the New York fashion industry came together to fill the gap of European
fashion. Norma Rantisi explained the situation of New York in 1940, ―Magazines, retail buyers
and Seventh Avenue manufacturers could no longer turn into Paris for inspiration or for models.
Thus, the focus shifted inward. Necessity demanded that a new source of talent be nurtured to fill
the void, so industry elites took on the task of bolstering this new source‖ (Breward and Gilbert
ed. 117). The absence of a European presence pushed the American retailers and designers to
take the main stage.
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Furthermore, the increased attention on American fashion identity validated the transition
of New York City from a manufacturing hub to a fashion reference for the world. Rebecca
Arnold emphasizes that ―there were a series of practical responses to the war, which aimed to
consolidate New York fashion‘s position and to continue the industry‘s streamlining and
professionalization, which has grown during the 1930s‖ (139). Given those circumstances in
1942, New York‘s famous fashion publicist Eleanor Lambert organized the Coty Fashion
Critics‘ Award and held the first New York Fashion Week, called ―Press Week‖ to promote
American designers. Mr. Grover Whalen, who had been the New York World‘s Fair President
in1939/ 1940, was in 1943 the Chairman of the Board of Coty Company, and collaborated with
Lambert to organize and host the Coty awards (Arnold 139-165).53 These interactions between
fashion industry actors, and the new dynamics promoting American fashion are precursors of the
fashion exhibits at the New York World‘s Fair of 1939/1940.
During the Fair of 1939, Fashion organizers presented the ―Take Away a Dress‖ fashion
show. The spirit of New York fashion of the time can be heard through the words of the host of
the show who greeted the 10.000 women that attended the event, ―We want to call your attention
to the wonderful smart clothes that are being made in New York City. No where [sic] in the
world can women of all size pockets books [sic] find the smart clothes within their budget that
they can in New York. Let the show go on!‖ (NYWF1939-1940R. Box 685. Folder 2/ Fashion
Shows). The fashion shows and exhibitions of the New York World‘s Fair of 1939/1940 were
the biggest manifestation ever seen of the New York fashion industry. The fashion created in
New York embodied the characteristics of the city: it was wonderful, smart, modern and for all.
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Notes
1

See Larry Zim et al. for an insightful description of the New York World's Fair of 1939
and 1940.
2

For a complete description and images of the New York World‘s Fair 1939/1940
context and design see The World of Tomorrow by Larry Zim and others. For analysis of the
New York World‘s Fair theme ―Building the World of Tomorrow‖ and an image presentation of
the Fair see the collection of essays edited by Helen Harrison in the book Dawn of a New Day.
The New York World’s Fair, 1939/1940. For a complete history and context perspective of the
New York World‘s Fair of 1939 see 1939, The Lost World of the Fair by David Gelernter.
3

The New York World‘s Fair of 1939/ 1940 was divided in two seasons. The Fair was
closed to the public during the winter of November of 1939 and April of 1940. Although it was
thought as one event that was going to last two years, due to the socio-political context of the
time and the shortage of attendance of the 1939 Fair, the Fair of 1940 was substantially different
from the one of the previous year. For more information see The World of Tomorrow by Larry
Zim and others. For this study I will treat them as separate events, and the changes of the New
York World‘s Fair of 1940, as consequences of the previous season.
4

For more information about the early 20th century changes for the garment workers see
the MAS Garment District Report 2011.
5

The building where it was located B. Altman department store, it is today the home to
CUNY Graduate Center. For more information about B. Altman & Co. and its role promoting
American fashion in the 1930s see Arnold, The American Look, 105-115.
6

For more information on the history of the Garment District see the MAS (Municipal
Art Society of New York) Garment District Report 2011. Published by The Municipal Art
Society of New York. http://www.scribd.com/doc/69466169/MAS-Garment-District-Report2011.
7

For all the archives from the New York World's Fair 1939-1940 records. Manuscripts
and Archives Division. The New York Public Library. Astor, Lenox, and Tilden Foundations. I
will use the abbreviation NYWF1939-1940R for text citations and endnotes. A complete
reference is included in the Works Cited section.
8

See NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1061. Folder 17 Women‘s Activities Advisory Committee.
March 29, 1937.
9

See NYWF1939-1940R. Box 40. Folder 16 Fashion and Color Executive. Suggested
Chart of Procedure for Clothing Fashion Activities. June 14, 1937.
10

For more information about the Fashion Council see NYWF1939-1940R. Box 445.
Folder 3. Preliminary meeting of Fashion Council. July 19, 1937
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11

For more information about Fashion Luncheons see NYWF1939-1940R Box 984.
Folder 11 to 17 (Fashion Luncheons).
12

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 984. Folder 14 Fashion Luncheons. Fashion Luncheon. List
of Acceptances. November 10, 1937.
13

For more information about the Pavillion de L’Elegance at Paris Fair, Exposition
Internationale des Arts et Techniques dans la Vie Moderne and the situation of fashion in Europe
from the 1935- 1945 see Elsa Schiaparelli, Shocking Life: The Autobiography of Elsa
Schiaparelli. New York: E.P. Dutton and Co., Inc., 1954; London: V & A Publications, 2007.
14

For more insight information about Schiaparelli and the relationship with the officials
of the New York World's Fair of 1939 see NYWF1939-1940R. Folder 19 (Fashions).
15

For more information about The Fashion Group see NYWF1939-1940R. Box 445.

16

For more information on how The Fashion Group was going to collaborate with the
New York World's Fair of 1939/1940 see NYWF1939-1940R. Box 445. Folder 8. Letter The
Fashion Group Inc. December 11, 1936.
17

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 445. Folder 8

18

For more information about the New York World's Fair of 1939 see Rydell and
Schiavo. Designing Tomorrow. America's World's Fairs of the 1930s. 90- 98.
19

For more information on the Hall of Fashion see NYWF1939-1940R. Box 444. Folder.
Memorandum Hall of Fashion. February 27, 1939.
20

For more images on the Hall of Fashion visit the online image collection of the New
York Public Library. The text of figure 3 appears in the back of the photograph: Fashion, World
of - Mannequins - in velvet gowns in window displays. New York World's Fair (1939-1940).
Catalog Call Number: MssCol 2233 Digital ID: 1671723 Record ID: 1795181.
http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?1671723
21

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 706. Folder 4/ National Cotton Week. New York World's
Fair 1939. Department of Feature Publicity. The Fashion Show of All- American Cottons. May
20, 1939.
22

For more information see back of photograph. Image Title: Fashion, World of Models - Fashion show at Court of Peace . Source: New York World's Fair 1939-1940 records,
1935-1945, bulk (1939-1940). / VIII. Promotion & Development Division / VIII.B. News
Dissemination / VIII.B.6. Photographs / Fashion, World of / Models / General.Catalog Call
Number: MssCol 2233 Digital ID: 1671753 Record ID: 1795196. Digital Item Published: 2-262009; updated 3-25-2011. http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?1671753
23

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 321. Folder 11/ Exhibits Plans 1940.
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24

For the complete document see NYWF1939-1940R. Box 444. Folder 17. News

Release.
25

The text used to create the word cloud is the News Release No W-13 produced by the
Department of Press of the New York World's Fair Inc. on February 18, 1939. NYWF19391940R. Box 444. Folder 17. News Release.
26

The text used to create the word cloud is in the NYWF1939-1940R.Box 1825. Folder
2/ Publicity Press Releases.
27

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 132. Folder 2/ Designers 1940.

28

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 46. Folder 17/ Fashion Department 1940.

29

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 444. Folder 16. Letter Mary Lewis.

30

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 444. Folder 16. Letter Mary Lewis.

31

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 444. Folder 16. Letter U.S. Rubber Company

32

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 444. Folder 16. Letter F. B. Davis Jr.

33

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 194. Folder 4.

34

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1825. Folder 8/ Theater.

35

36

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1055. Folder 19/ Apparel and Accessories.
NYWF1939-1940R. Box 446. Folder 2. Memorandum 11/9/1940.

37

For more information on network visualizations see Manuel Lima Visual Complexity.
Mapping Patterns of Information.
38

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1823. Folder 8/ Fashion Shows International.

39

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 444. Folder 16. Letter to Fiorello La Guardia.

40

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 680. Folder 3/ Designers Day.

41

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 986. Folder 5/ Color.

42

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 968. Folder 16/ Department Stores.

43

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 68. Folder 16.

44

NYWF1939-1940R. Folder 11/ Uptown Retail Guild.

45

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 783. Folder 4.
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46

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1950. Folder 5. Hearst’s International- Cosmopolitan.

47

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 1950. Folder 5. Vanity Fair.

48

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 964. Folder 7/ Magazine and Periodicals. Vogue Costumes.

49

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 976. Folder 11/ Nast, Conde Publications.

50

See Vogue magazine article. ―Vogue Presents Fashion of the Future‖.

51

For more information on Vogue and Harper’s Bazaar see The American Look by
Arnold and ―The Ascendance of New York Fashion‖ by Rantisi.
52
53

NYWF1939-1940R. Box 444. Folder 16. Memorandum.

For more information see Eleanor Lambert, The World of Fashion, People, Places,
Resources (New York and London: R. R. Bowker Company).
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